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To say it’s a unique time we are navigating 
through in the world right now is an 
understatement. As we all together grapple 
with what this global pandemic means for 
us as humans, and also as professionals, 
there are often more questions than answers. 
Along modern history, humanity faced similar 
challenges, but there was no playbook set for 
times like these; maybe this time it will be a 
lesson learned, though what I’ve found is that 
crisis can provide some clarity in thinking 
how to navigate ahead.

Following up a lengthy lockdown, it is my 
pleasure to present to you this edition of the 
Journal, with a message from our CEO Mr. 
Joseph K Daher, a special interview with our 
newly appointed COO Mr. Elie A. Chrabieh 
along with other subjects and projects' 
updates as well as uncovering and laying 
out the extensive media campaigns we 
have worked on to spread awareness about 
COVID. Regardless the many challenges 
the construction market is facing due to this 
endemic, today we observe the theme of 
“five” – as in the “DO THE FIVE” initiative 
that is featured on Google homepages and 
further corporate communication exposures 
in partnership with the World Health 
Organization.

I hope you will enjoy reading this edition, as 
we draw near to the end of this year 2020, 
collectively staying positive, hoping for better 
days ahead.  

John A El Khoury
Media Department Manager

LinkedIn

Twitter
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Editorial Social Media
Yup! It's a COVID World. Update
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I have been asked by the Media Department to give my view on the post COVID-19 period. I can 
understand their request because we wrote and read so much about the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, 
expressed how we should live with it, protect ourselves from it and described the impact it had on our 
social life, commercial life, our investments and businesses.

But before I give my view on how I envisage the post COVID-19 
period, I am not sure when the post period will commence, 
simply because we are not through with the on-going COVID-19 
period and have no visibility if it will end anytime soon or it will 
linger for many months more. Governments are opening up 
their countries in an effort to save their economies. In so doing, 
governments are transferring the responsibility to their societies 
and are asking their citizens to bear their own destiny. From what 
we have seen so far, the number of infections is augmenting 
again signalling the virus is still widespread and most people are 
acting irresponsibly and immaturely.

So before I pretend to speculate on a post COVID-19 period, 
I am inclined to talk more about getting used to live with the 
virus for a longer period than we expected. We learnt to do lots 
of our office work from home, meet online and even improved 
our communication with the available technology but our 
construction industry is mainly about building new spaces, 
indoor and outdoor, it is about doing physical work, craft mingling 
with each other, working closely together, putting together equipment and material that have been 
manufactured by other craft who also are working together and are exposed to the risk of infection.

Fear and anxiety have caused the human productivity to shrink considerably and the industry to be 
severely impaired. But we need to go on with our work, ensure continuity, upscale our efficiency and 
mitigate the damage. For at least few months more, we have to strive at performing our activities in a 
safe and as much an efficient way. Three precautionary measures could ensure up to 90% protection 
from the virus, these are the two-meter social distancing, mask wearing and hands washing after 
touching uncontrolled surfaces. The aforesaid habits should become our rituals and will help us keep a 
safe environment. Furthermore, every construction site ought to keep a proper testing, screening and 
isolating management regime and a post testing return-to-work protocol to ensure active workforce is 
not at risk. The more we comply with the above, the more we reduce losses, achieve scheduled work 
and create self immunity against failure and potentially business collapse. It is the duty of each one of 
us to act responsibly to keep our business vibrant, up and running.

Let me now envisage what a post COVID-19 period will look like. Let us first define a post COVID-19 
era. It is the period that will succeed the disappearance of the pandemic. During such period, infections 
are likely to continue appearing, locally surging in few places but the disease would then likely be 
controlled, a cure found and a vaccine invented. Such period will be characterized by the decentralization 
of business activities, reduction of office spaces, elimination of certain jobs, in other words, every 
business will reinvent itself. The ultimate result will be an optimized efficiency, a better productivity 
and the creation of a more competitive world. The new generations should be ready for such structural 
changes and work on improving their skills, academic credentials and social interface approach to 
confront the upcoming challenges particularly that in moving forward to the post COVID-19 era, there 
will be collateral damages to businesses that will not be able to sustain the duress of the pandemic 
and its effects on the market and will be forced to shut down, lay off their workforce and cause huge 
unemployment spikes.

In summary we are faced with two daunting tasks. The first is to survive the pandemic from a health 
standpoint and from a market perspective challenge. The second is to prepare ourselves and work hard 
to possess the tools to face the future competition and strive to live in a world of high competitiveness. 
Prosperity will come again with adaptation and creativity.

It is a matter of will, if we have it today, we will thrive tomorrow.
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Members from Almabani's Top Management 
visited the KFAA Al Majma'a Project. The visit 
was attended by Almabani's Vice Chairman 
Mr. Youssef Tohme, Almabani's CEO Mr. 
Joseph Daher and Almabani's COO Mr. 

Elie Chrabieh. Al Majma'a's Deputy Project 
Director Mr. Salim Ghorayeb was present 
with the project's team, where they took 
Almabani’s management on a tour around the 
project’s various phases.

Al Majma'a Project - NASJV
Almabani's Top Management Visited the Project
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Al Majma'a, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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The contract was awarded to support the 
creation of a sustainable gateway that will 
open up Saudi Arabia to the world. The Red 
Sea Development Company (TRSDC), the 
developer behind one of the world's most 

The contract was awarded following a 
competitive tendering process to a joint 
venture between leading Saudi contractors 
Nesma & Partners Contracting Co. Ltd and 

ambitious tourism initiatives, has awarded 
its largest value contract to date for airside 
infrastructure works for the destinationʼs 
international airport, set to open in 2022.

Almabani General Contractors, who both 
have a strong track record for delivering 
similar projects in the region.

NAPJV
Nesma Almabani Partnership Signs the Red Sea Airport Project with TRSDC

Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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The Red Sea International Airport Takes 
Off with a Contract Award to NAPJV

AIRPORT AIRSIDE INFRASTRUCTURE CONTRACT SIGNING COMPLETED BY (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) JOSEPH DAHER, CEO, 
(ALMABANI), JOHN PAGANO, CEO, (TRSDC), SAMER SAMAD, VICE PRESIDENT - PUBLIC WORKS, (NESMA & PARTNERS).

SIGNING CEREMONY ATTENDED BY (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT): AHMED DARWISH, CHIEF OF STAFF, (TRSDC), ELIAS SHADID, MEP 
PROJECTS DIRECTOR, (NESMA & PARTNERS), IAN WILLIAMSON, CHIEF PROJECTS DELIVERY OFFICER, (TRSDC), JOSEPH DAHER, 
CEO, (ALMABANI), JOHN PAGANO, CEO, (TRSDC), SAMER SAMAD, VICE PRESIDENT - PUBLIC WORKS, (NESMA & PARTNERS), ABDUL 
KARIM HAMAD AL-HUMAID, RIYADH AREA MANAGER, (NESMA & PARTNERS), MOHAMAD MENEEIM, CONSTRUCTION PROCUREMENT 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, (TRSDC).

The contract covers the essential construction of airside infrastructure works, including the design and building of a Code F Runway 
3,700 meters, Code B Seaplane Runway, Parallel & Link taxiways and pavement works, Aeronautical Navigational Aids, Aerodrome 
Ground Lighting, Airside utilities, helipads, roads and associated buildings.
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Though this is a global pandemic, its impact 
was also felt locally. We’ve found it helpful 
to carry that thinking into the creation and 
implementation of the awareness campaign. 
Along with our HSE department, we 

embarked on creating visuals and email alerts 
and updates, which till today are still being 
sent on a daily basis, providing all Almabani 
Personnel with local and international updates 
on this pandemic.
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The COVID Awareness Campaign
What We Did & How We Mitigated Moving Forward

FEVER

DRY COUGH SNEEZING

SHORTNESS
OF BREATH

#be_aware
HSE Department

Designed by: Almabani Media Department#corona_virus

IF YOU ARE UNSURE
DON’T TOUCH ANY SURFACE

MAKE SURFACES
DECONTAMINATION A DAILY HABIT

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

Tips on Working Remotely or from Home

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

One of the biggest challenges in working remotely or from home is how to
sustain good health and perform at your best, in order to maximise productivity. 

Focus on the Ups Not the Downs
Positively approaching your situation as a chance to engage and achieve something can be useful. 

Adopting a mindset of opportunity rather than loss encourages you to develop new skills and perspectives.

Stay Away from Traps

Establish a Clear Structure
This provides focus and enables you to stay ahead of the game. Constructively manage your time, stick to regular times 

of going to sleep, waking up, eating meals, taking breaks.
Connect and communicate regularly with managers and work colleagues. Plan appointments with people throughout 

the day / week, especially to check in and see what may be needed.

Avoid falling into unhelpful habits such as staying in your night clothes, watching excessive amounts of TV or finding 
reasons not to get on with work. Having or setting up a designated work room or space, can help to prepare you 

physically and mentally to focus and get on with the business at hand.

Don’t Get Side Tracked
Avoiding distractions is probably one of the hardest things to achieve. Mastering discipline for ourselves and others is 

key. Set clear boundaries, such as for times that you can be interrupted, when you will take breaks or have something to 
eat, screen calls, so that you are not tempted to get drawn into unnecessary or long conversations, consider establishing 

a specific way to contact you when things are urgent.

Establish Goals
Setting goals for work tasks and rewarding yourself for fulfilling provide direction and helps with motivation. There is no 
need to beat yourself up if you do not attain all or some of your goals. Simply reassess and adjust accordingly. Even if all 

tasks are not achieved a sense of achievement and moving forward are important.

Take Charge of Your Mental Well-Being
Watch out for things such as; loss of motivation, feeling emotionally low, tearful, anxious, frustrated, irritated or angry, 

these could be signs of poor mental health or depression. It is also important to be aware of unhealthy coping 
strategies, such as sleeping, eating much more than usual during the day.

Stay Active and Hydrated
Try to move around as much as possible, drink water or fluids and engage in or find alternatives to hobbies and leisure 

activities. This can help boost your mood and prevent you from becoming tired or lethargic

#be_aware
#corona_virus

SOCIAL DISTANCING IS KEY
KEEP A TWO METERS DISTANCE BETWEEN YOUR WORKMATES

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

 < 2 Meters >

How to Protect Yourself From
Coronavirus When Grocery Shopping

Wash your hands, counter, 
and other surfaces you’ve touched

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

Do this after you've put away the groceries. Keep in mind that using a disinfectant
isn’t necessary unless you’re sharing a space with someone who is exhibiting signs
of respiratory illness or has been exposed to the virus.

Wash produce with soap and water
Because COVID-19 is from a family of viruses very likely deactivated by contact 
with soap and water, washing your fruit and vegetables with soap and water should 
eliminate any live virus. What's more, rubbing fruit and vegetables under running 
water—and scrubbing those with hard skins—can help remove pesticides.

Avoid a direct hand-off
Arrange to have the items delivered to your doorstep or a place nearby. Other 
companies have a way to indicate special delivery instructions on their order forms.

Take germicide with you
Use it to wipe your hands and the cart before and after you shop.

Use a credit or debit card
That way, you don’t have to hand over bills or receive change. Also, use your 
own pen to sign receipts. If you can, use a virtual payment system like Apple Pay 
so that you don't have to open your wallet at all.

Go shopping at a time that’s 
less busy

Google Example

If you type in the store’s name and location in Google search, a box often will 
pop up showing when foot traffic there is highest.

Business Considerations
Post COVID-19 Lock-downs

Prepare the Business for the Bounce-Back Surge

Use this Down Time to Finish Your To-Do Lists

Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

It is obvious that the coronavirus outbreak should fade after some time. That’s when
normalcy returns and businesses start to stabilize again.

In such a fluid situation, your mind-set should also be fluid. This is a time to find ways
to connect with each other like never before. 

It shows empathy and keeps you relevant at a time when the business may have been impacted
by people working at home or in quarantine.

Now that you’re not commuting to the office as much or taking in-person meetings, your 
schedule has likely freed up some time for you. Those to-do items that may have fallen 

through the cracks and been overlooked can now be addressed. 

1- Data Management & Arrangement.
2- Proper Filing of overlooked paper-work

stacked on your desk.
3- Review project deadlines and re-schedule

for the business bounce-back.
4- Self improve on missed digital knowledge that you

did not have time for previously.

WASH YOUR HANDS
REGULARLY

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

STAY SAFE, BE AWARE
KEEP YOUR MASK ON

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

What to do if you have the
COVID-19 Corona Virus Symptoms

WHEN SYMPTOMS OCCUR

*CHECK WITH YOUR 
BUPA OFFICE FOR LIST OF 

PROVIDERS 
or 

Call Toll Free at

OR

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

High Fever
38.5C +

CALL MOH

937

Difficulty
Breathing

Dry
Cough

VISIT YOUR
NEAREST HEALTH

PROVIDER

800-440-4040

Hand sanitizer is selling out,
but soap is a much better defense

against the Novel COVID-19

Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

Important Note:
While bar soap and liquid soap are equally effective, 

Bar Soap should not be used outside of your home. 

The new coronavirus 
comes encased in a 
layer of fat, or lipid 
envelope, which soap 
can break apart, 
making you less likely 
to get infected.

WHY ?

SPIKE
GLYCOPROTEIN (S)

M-PROTEIN
ENVELOPE

People are stocking up on hand sanitizers but soap 
and water is the gold standard for preventing disease

How to Put ON, USE, TAKE OFF
And Dispose of a Mask

HSE Department
Designed by: Almabani Media Department

#be_aware
#corona_virus

Important Note: 
Replace the Mask with a new one as soon as it is damp and

DO NOT re-use single-use masks

Coronavirus Incubation Period
What You Need To Know: Latest WHO Findings

Summary of Findings

Almabani Media Department

*2-14 days represents the current official estimated
range for the novel coronavirus COVID-19.

*Incubation Period can vary greatly among patients.
**Mean Incubation Period Observed:

3.0 days (0 - 24 days range, study based on 1,324 cases).
5.2 days (4.1 - 7.0 days range, based on 425 cases).

#be_aware
#corona_virus

The importance of knowing the incubation period:
Understanding the incubation period is very 
important for businesses as it allows decision 
makers to introduce more effective quarantine 
systems for people suspected of carrying the 
virus, as a way of controlling and hopefully 
preventing the spread of the virus.

AN ARRAY OF THE VISUALS THAT WERE USED THROUGHOUT THE COVID AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
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As market dynamics change rapidly, we’re 
constantly reassessing, finding that all kinds 
of creative elements need scrutiny right now. 
From tone and visual imagery to copy and 
keywords, the context of our media needs to 
be carefully re-assessed. 
As business professionals, we recognize 
that we have a responsibility to navigate 

uncertainty. Through it all, and as people turn 
to technology for information and connection 
in these times of need, we should be mindful 
that communication manners have changed 
and will keep it this way for many months to 
come.
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MOH SAUDI ARABIA GENERAL COVID DASHBOARD - HTTPS://COVID19.MOH.GOV.SA/

ACTIVE TESTING CAMPAIGN
BY THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH

RIYADH, KSA
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Guest of the Journal: Elie A. Chrabieh
Almabani's New COO Interviewed by John A El Khoury, Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

▶  John EL Khoury: Thank you for this opportunity, please introduce yourself to the readers.

Elie A. Chrabieh: It is I, who should thank you for giving me the opportunity to introduce myself. I was 
born and raised in Lebanon until it was time for me to get my higher education. In 1981, I travelled to 
USA and got enrolled in an engineering program with the University of Massachusetts, Lowell. Four 
years later, I graduated with a master’s degree in civil engineering. 

In 1985, I returned to Lebanon eager to start my career and put what I have learned into practice. 
Those were different days. Lebanon was going through tough times (still is), but for me it was the 
best place to start - my square one. I dreamt of playing a role in the reconstruction of Lebanon 
following the civil war.

This dream was shattered by the never-ending wars. In 1993, I took a job with “Al Bahar & Bardawil” 
in Kuwait. So I had to leave Lebanon once again, but this time, to work in the GCC countries. The 
work in Kuwait was interesting; my position was Construction Manager for multiple projects; mostly 
focused on the rehabilitation of Industrial and Commercial complexes damaged during the Gulf War. 

Four years later, I joined the Almabani family, Saudi Arabia - September 1997 to be exact. I worked 
on various industrial & fast track infrastructure projects. As time went by, my dedication to my work 
did not go unnoticed with the Almabani Executives. They rewarded me with their trust and my 
responsibilities grew exponentially. 

In 2009, I was appointed as Projects Director delivering several mega size infrastructure projects for 
the Royal Commission Of Riyadh City (RCRC). Of all the challenges in my career however, being the 
Deputy Project Director and Partners’ Representative of Almabani in the BACS (Bechtel, Almabani, 
CCC, Siemens) Consortium for the $11.8 billion Riyadh Metro Project, has been the most challenging 
of all. 

With more than 36+ years of rich experience in the construction industry, out of which 23 solid 
years have been with Almabani. I enjoy construction savviness to manage multi mega projects and 
to direct complex construction operations. I always remain open for more opportunities to broaden 
my experience. 

On a personal level, I got married to Monique El Husseini in 1993. We were blessed with 3 kids: 
Anthony, Sarah and Karim. My family has always been supportive of my career and they have moved 
with me to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. And in 2010, they moved back to Lebanon, so my children can 
pursue their higher education and be closer to their homeland. 
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▶ John EL Khoury: As the new COO of Almabani, what do you see as your brief for the coming 
three  years?

Elie A. Chrabieh: Having spent a total seven years on the Riyadh Metro Project, being Deputy 
Project Director for the CWJV and part of the Project Management Team, worked in a multinational 
consortium environment, delivered a high-profile project, very tight schedules, difficult conditions 
etc. I have gained incredible insight and better understanding of project management best practices 
and industry standards. So, I am very eager to apply all the lessons learned in my new role as the 
COO of Almabani. For the coming 3 years, there is much that I would like to achieve in Almabani 
operations. Some of the focus areas would be:

1. Safety: Restructuring our safety department and redefining our organizational culture around the 
safety of our workforce on all our projects. This is something that I will not compromise on. 

2. Project Management: Developing a structured approach to Project Management and its support 
functions like Contracts Management and Risk Management. 

3. Project Controls: Forming a strong Project Controls unit that ensures the delivery of the projects 
on / ahead of time and within budget. This would require setting up the required tracking tools for 
managing projects progress, risks, budget, accountability and performance. Efforts would be spent 
on assisting in the development / implementation of full automation for our tools and have it linked 
all together.

4. Quality: Ensuring that we deliver projects that meet and exceed our clients’ expectations. Again, 
this would require a dedicated approach to quality management and revisiting our current QA/QC 
department. 

5. Policies, Processes & Procedures: The construction industry and market has changed fast over 
the past years becoming more dynamic than ever before. And so, we should be able to find the 
right balance between our current policies, procedures & processes and the need to be flexible in a 
demanding and evolving market.

6. Setting up new departments: the likes of Document Control Center (DCC), Almabani 
Communication Center (ACC) and others within our organization that would support our operations. 

7. High operation level reporting: Again, setting up and implementing bottom up reporting systems 
where project management activities and progress are rigorously reviewed on weekly, monthly 
basis to ensure real time solution of critical issues, risks etc.  
Having said all that and in order to better support our currently running projects, I will work closely 
with our teams to help them meet their milestones, control their budgets, resolve problems and 
improve the overall performance of our projects.

ELIE A. CHRABIEH WITH 
ALMABANI'S CHAIRMAN H.E. 
MR. NEHME TOHMÉ AND 
ALMABANI'S VICE CHAIRMAN 
MR. YOUSSEF TOHMÉ ON-SITE 
AT ERAOA PROJECT, RIYADH, 
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA.
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▶ John EL Khoury: Narrate for us your early days at Almabani, your reactions, your views, your 
first job and how did this all build up to becoming an active member of the top management 
of this company?

Elie A. Chrabieh: As I mentioned before, in 1997, I started my collboration with Almabani on the 
Rehabilitation of SWCC Khobar Plants Project. 
Obviously, I was young, ambitious and driven by the challenge of delivering this project, so I simply 
threw myself into the grind of day-to-day project management work. While completing this project 
in 2000, the company won another similar project with SWCC - The Rehabilitation of Jeddah Plants 
which we also launched. With this second contract, it was decided to create the Almabani Specialties 
Division (ASD) that would pursue opportunities in the concrete repair field as a business line to 
offset the setbacks facing the general construction market during those days.

Within 3 years from its inception, ASD became one of the leading specialized construction companies 
in KSA. We executed many projects with SABIC, SWCC (Jeddah, Jubail, Duba, Haql), SEC, NWC, 
Saudi ARAMCO, MARAFIQ, and Royal Commission of Jubail. I headed the Specialties Division for 
nine years.

In 2009 I was appointed Projects Director for ADA (now RCRC) landmark projects awarded to 
Almabani in Riyadh.

And so here we are, 11 years later and many successful projects to name a few - Extension of Roads 
in Riyadh Airbase, KAR East, Aboubaker AlSiddiq Flyover, Exist 11 Flyover, and the famous Riyadh 
Metro project, and on August 1st, 2020 I was appointed Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Almabani.

▶ John EL Khoury: Today, we live in a COVID-19 world, where humanity had to mitigate its 
lifestyle with this pandemic. Tell us, how you see the company navigating along this unseen 
enemy. 

Elie A. Chrabieh: Today we live in a COVID impacted world and it sure does look like that it may 
stay with us for a while - at least for another year. Before COVID we could not imagine how world 
situations may change overnight and how our lives may get impacted by events so distant from us. 
But this is the true challenge that we face today – as Almabani organization and the construction 
industry. 
Here in Saudi, where we have our operations, the daily new COVID cases have been declining from a 
peak of 4900 per day in mid-June, to below 500 cases in the 3rd week of September. The curve trend 
is heading in the right direction – downwards, and we do hope that there would not be a second 
wave. We also trust the Saudi Government for having taken the right approach in implementing the 
necessary measures to curtail the spread of COVID and for controlling this pandemic. We are in 
safe hands.
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On the other hand, the construction industry like all other businesses, has been severely hit by this 
pandemic and we, at Almabani, have already taken all the possible and necessary measures to 
mitigate the impact of COVID on our operations. From regular monitoring of our employees’ health, 
to isolating any symptomatic cases, to taking daily temperatures (at offices and sites), limiting 
outside movement of our craft living at the camps, implementing social distancing in offices and 
camps, and mandating the wearing of masks.

As businesses slowly return to their normal activities, we hope that soon airports will also resume all 
international flights to all countries and the construction market will pick up momentum. 
Within Almabani, we can already notice improvement from the number of RFQ’s we have been 
receiving for new projects and the increase in the rate of progress for our currently running projects. 
We are working on finding new ways to increase our productivity and efficiency levels to where they 
were before the COVID era. 

The future for Almabani is promising. We have recently been awarded 4 new projects and I am 
confident that we will spare no effort to ensure that we can adapt to changing situations and use 
them as opportunities to overcome the COVID constraints.

▶ John EL Khoury: Follow up to my previous question, and given the fact that the company is 
Head Quartered in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, what is your view for the upcoming market 
challenges and how can the company navigate through those challenges which COVID 
imposed.

Elie A. Chrabieh: The market situation in the GCC countries has been facing a general decline and 
budget cuts for the past few years, even before the COVID hit. We have had the drop in the oil prices 
and the rising tension across most of the Middle East as some of the main drivers behind these 
governmental budget reductions in the region. 

The construction industry specifically, was one of the sectors that was severely hit by these cuts.  
While, all signs were hinting that the market would pick up again in 2020, COVID took the world by 
surprise and the entire world economy crashed. As we know, Saudi Arabia like most countries have 
had its share of this ghost virus and though construction has always been one of the major pillars of 
the Saudi economy, it too came to a sudden stop in March. 
Most contractors and their ongoing projects were severely hit by this pandemic, and even big 
projects like the Riyadh Metro that was preparing for the G20 event was forced to stop and slow 
down its activities. The overall impacts of such country-wide economic shut down, travel restrictions, 
new operational regulations and other related impacts have been and remain a heavy burden on our 
company, that we have so far tried hard to manage. 

We are going through difficult times - crisis management, limiting infections, cost impacts, schedule 
delays, critical milestone slippages, additional financial burdens, delayed payments etc, are but 
some of the challenges that we keep fighting on a daily basis instead of progressing works on our 
projects. 

EXTENSION OF THE ROADS IN ALRIYADH OLD AIRPORT PROJECT
RIYADH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
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While we keep hoping the Saudi government would stand by the contractors, to provide financial 
support and compensation for all these unforeseen expenses, we are left with no options but to 
apply stringent measures in cutting down our own costs, tightening the grip on expenses, revisiting 
our staffing strategies, supervision, execution etc. 

At this stage, we must focus on the long-term vision for Almabani, our big picture, and do whatever 
is needed to avoid detrimental consequences to our company. And so, our strategy for reducing 
running expenses and costs is an unfortunately but necessary step in that direction. Of course, such 
measures will never compromise the safety of our workforce nor the quality of our work. 
Despite the current work environment being extremely challenging, again, I remain confident that 
the Saudi Government will pursue the implementation of Vision 2030. An example of that is the most 
recent contract that the Almabani and Nesma joint venture won for the Red Sea Airfield project, 
which is part of Vision 2030.
In a nut shell, the way forward for Almabani is to adapt to the idea of COVID being a part of our 
lives and maybe in the near future as well, to implement various mitigation measures (health & 
cost reduction) and rely on the understanding and cooperation of our employees go through these 
difficult times. 

▶ John EL Khoury: Being someone who have extensive experience in huge contracts, do you see 
any mega-projects in the future? If yes, is Almabani targeting those projects, and what is the 
game plan here?

Elie A. Chrabieh: As we discussed earlier, I do think that the Kingdom is moving forward with the 
Vision 2030 plans. COVID might slow down the progress, but the Vision will be implemented in the 
end. Currently, there are many new mega projects that are at various stages of tendering, award, or 
launch and we, as Almabani, have already been invited to bid on several of them – to name a few: 

1. Qiddiya / 6 Flags Project
2. Development of Dirriyah 
3. Development of Red Sea area
4. NEOM
5. Riyadh Metro Extension of Line 2 and Line 7
6. King Salman Park
7. Sports Boulevard (Mhd Bin Salman Rd and Waddi Hanifa)
8. Development of Al-Oula

Almabani is well established in the Saudi market and we remain one of the leading general 
contractors in the Kingdom. Our capabilities and reputation as EPC contractor are solid and we 
have a wealth of local and international construction experience exceeding 45 years. 

We have everything we need to successfully take our share of Vision 2030 mega projects. We have 
good relations with our clients (the government and RCRC) and our international partners with 
whom we have been executing the biggest landmark infrastructure project in Riyadh – the Riyadh 
Metro Project. With the strength of our portfolio of projects that boast world class quality standards 
and the valuable experience of our teams in delivering complex projects, we are in good shape. 
Going forward, we will continue to capitalize on our reputation, assets and resources, in terms 
of professional engineers, staff, manpower and fleet of equipment to play a major role in Saudi’s 
construction industry and particularly in its upcoming mega projects.
"We are ready and geared to take on such projects."

▶ John EL Khoury: Speaking about Mega Projects, brief us a little about the Riyadh Metro 
Project and its delivery status. 

Elie A. Chrabieh: Since the beginning, the Riyadh Metro Project has been through many challenges. 
The project is massive, and it continues to go through different phases of completion until it is delivered 
and ready for operations. Each phase has had its own challenges - starting with mobilization, then 
design development, traffic detours & utilities diversion, followed by launching major activities such 
as TBM, NATM, Viaducts, then launching the stations construction, etc. 

At the beginning of 2020, we had reached the phase of train dynamic testing and completion 
of Stations with a clear plan to have Line 2 operational by September 2020 in time for the G-20 
Summit. Since we had to focus on meeting the high profile G-20 milestone, Line 1 was planned to 
be operational by end of 2021.
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Then, of course, the global pandemic crisis devasted the whole world including KSA, and our plans 
were shattered. Like many projects across the world, the Riyadh Metro project was severely hit by 
COVID and we were forced to shut it down as the rate of infections among our craft reached over 
28%. Over a period of time, where we kept a close eye on the COVID developments, we had to scale 
down our operations, reduce our work force to comply with the health & safety requirements, meet 
the new regulations of social distancing and other directives from the Ministry of Health. 

Unfortunately, we are where we are, and RMP has sustained major impacts due to the COVID with 
ripple effects going beyond anyone’s ability to sustain them in the long run – whether our client 
RCRC or any of the three consortia contractors (BACS, FAST and ANM). 

For the next phase of the project, the BACS Senior Leadership team, has worked hard over the past 
few months to put forth a new rigorous Return to Work Plan, that completely supersedes all the 
previous plans. Accordingly, construction operations have resumed but in a much-reduced capacity 
and within very limited critical areas. New milestones have been set up to complete works impacting 
the Riyadh city public like Olaya Batha Corridor urban enhancement works, other important areas for 
the client such as Line 2 (G-20 stations), and of course urgent works interfacing with the completion 
of the Transit System critical for the operation of the trains. 

It is truly unfortunate that we will not be able to return to our pre-COVID momentum and rate of 
progress to deliver the project anytime soon. We have had to reduce a large portion of our workforce 
and staff as part of our mitigation plans to face the COVID effects. There are still international 
travel restrictions that continue to disrupt our supply chain services and the airports remain shut for 
international travel until further notice. 

Our current project execution strategy is “Slower for Longer” and we do hope that with time, we will 
be able to have more to offer but for now, it suffices to say that the longer this global pandemic crisis 
lasts, the harsher will be its long-term impacts on the Riyadh Metro Project.

▶ John EL Khoury: Almabani today boasts a high number of talented young personnel, from 
heads of department to engineers, as the new business school mind-set is exploited by the 
COVID pandemic and new corporate communication narrative is laid out in the world, what is 
your message to this young generation? 

Elie A. Chrabieh: Almabani culture has always supported young engineers and offered them 
opportunities to gain valuable hands-on experience on our running projects. Our wealth of talented, 
young people is one of our main strengths in these changing economies and challenging times. 
They are ambitious, bright and eager to think outside the box and apply their problem-solving skills. 
I am also happy that many of our young talents have had the opportunity to work with us on the 
Riyadh Metro Project where they have had the opportunity to acquire new skills in the fields of 
tunneling, installation of track, building of viaducts etc. The richness of their experience is what 
makes Almabani competitive and qualified to be one of the best in the construction industry and 
take on more complex mega projects under the Vision 2030. 

In Almabani, we hired over 7,500 employees during the past 5 years, between direct craft and 
staff consisting of engineers, designers, construction staff and functional staff (HR, procurement, 
subcontracts, HSE, etc). A high percentage of them are under 30 years of age and good number of 

VIADUCTS INSTALLATION, RIYADH METRO PROJECT
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them are young Saudi engineers and office support staff; all assigned to various works in Engineering, 
Field Engineering, Construction, HSE, Project Controls and Administration. Our young generation 
has now the right experience and developed the required skills. Hopefully they will employ it in the 
coming projects.

My focus now is to create continuity for our young talent and provide them with new opportunities of 
growth within our organization. Thankfully, we have signed four new projects despite the pandemic 
situation, and we hope to offer our young and senior generations some level of stability in the 
coming two years. 

As I said, we believe in the young talent; this is, after all the age of “millennials” – the apps and 
technological developments. We know that this young generation is the future of Almabani, and 
we will invest in their training and development so they in turn pass their knowledge to the next 
generations. 

▶ John EL Khoury: I will leave the last words for you, is there anything that you would like to 
add?

Elie A. Chrabieh: We have a lot of work to do. The aim is to bring Almabani to a new level of operation 
that meets the emerging challenges of COVID and the complexities of the upcoming Vision 2030 
mega projects. Our clients are becoming more and more demanding on many levels of project 
delivery including Safety, Environmental Protection, Quality, etc..

I would also like to address my fellow colleagues with hope and thank them for their dedication 
and contributions to Almabani’s reputation. I want to stress on the importance of cooperation and 
collaboration within the Almabani family and look forward to working hand in hand with all head of 
the departments, to build strong foundation and relationships with our clients/ partners. I encourage 
all of you to work with passion and aim to make a difference in the areas or functions of your fields 
of expertise. Lead by example and set higher threshold of performance.

I assure you of my own support and dedication to all your efforts to achieve our collective success.

On a personal level, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to his Excellency Mr. Nehme 
Tohme, for the opportunity to join Almabani family, for the trust that he burdened me with over the 
last 23 years, for entrusting me with many responsibilities that led to my appointment as Almabani's 
COO. 

To our Vice Chairman, Mr Youssef Tohme, I would like to extend my gratitude for your confidence 
and for endorsing me to fill the COO position. I look forward to working with you and our CEO 
to surpass this immense strain imposed upon us by COVID, to bring Almabani to a new level of 
excellence so it becomes a major regional player. 

To our CEO Mr. Joe Daher, I thank him for the support he has provided me over the past 15 years, 
and also, for nominating me for the position of COO. I look forward to continue our collaboration for 
the prosperity of Almabani.

To Mr. Alfred Hakim, we count on his wise management during this complex financial situation. 

Finally, as I step into this new role, I am fully aware of our challenges that we will face together. All of 
us have an obligation to ensure the success of Almabani and protect its best interest. 
Our collective success will leave a legacy behind us for the future generations to be proud of, the 
same as our predecessors left us with, that we will always cherish.  

I am optimistic for the future of Almabani, it is bright ahead of us,

God bless you all.
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SARED PROJECT - KAIA
Almabani's Newly Appointed COO Visits the Project

Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Accompanied by the Project Manager, 
the Construction Manager, the Head of 
Departments and SARED Site team, Mr. 
Chrabieh started Jeddah workshop by visiting 
“SARED - New Flight Operation Building at 
KAIA” site, meeting team members involved in 
the project, and exploring the project aspects. 

An open discussion regarding on-going 
activities, critical issues, open fronts, and work 
strategy was held. 

Mr. Chrabieh provided guidance and support 
for moving forward and overcoming all 
obstacles.

MR. CHRABIEH EXPLORING FLIGHT OPERATION BUILDING-B02 ALONG WITH PM AND SARED TEAM

MR. CHRABIEH INSPECTING EXTERNAL WORK ALONG WITH PM AND SARED TEAM



Ever since the outbreak of this pandemic, life 
has changed. Work is not conducted the way 
it used to be. Businesses are suffering. Some 
have closed  down completely. The lives of 
families have been shattered. Schools have 

Problems and material delays will impact jobs. 
The industry is already seeing the effects of 
this. Early coronavirus disruptions occurred in 
China. Since China represents about a third 
of global manufacturing, its production delays 
started being felt across the world…and on 
construction jobs.

Massive quarantines are happening across 
the world. Regardless of whether they get 
more or less severe, quarantines will impact 
construction jobs, as social distancing 
remains a condition precedent to reduce the 
spreading of the virus.

Here are different ways that quarantines 
and personnel availability will impact 
construction jobs:

•Workers who are sick will be unable to 
come to work.

The Supply Chain will delay delivery of 
materials and impact jobs

Quarantine of people will impact the 
ability for contractors to execute work

closed down. Most businesses have become 
used to work remotely. Even the construction 
industry got heavily impacted and had to 
resort to the remote work environment. 

Richard Branch, who is Dodge Data & 
Analytics’ chief economist, is on record that 
contractors can expect material costs to go 
up and jobs to see longer completion times. 
Contractors worldwide are already feeling 
and talking about the pinch.

•Workers may fear work even if healthy, due 
to concerns over the mingling with a large 
number of people.

•Quarantines will make job workers unable 
to come to work.

•Quarantines will affect lenders, governments, 
and developers, all of which will increase 
the cost of jobs, increase the risk of time 
extensions to finish jobs in hand.
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Coronavirus Impact on Business 
A Special Report by Almabani Media Department

*FOUR REASONS CORONAVIRUS 
WILL IMPACT
THE CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS:

1. SUPPLY CHAIN DELAYS MATERIALS, 
THUS DELAYING JOBS.
2. QUARANTINE OF PEOPLE.
3. WIDER ECONOMIC & MARKET 
CHALLENGES.
4. LEGAL DISPUTES MIGHT PINCH 
PAYMENT SPEEDS

Source: Google for Business
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Wider economic and market challenges will 
affect the industry
“The risk of recession over the next three to 
six months is arguably more elevated than 
at any period since 2007,” said economist 
Anirban Basu of Sage Policy Group. While the 
specific scenario regarding both the ultimate 

When external circumstances create 
pressures on one participant, those pressures 
are felt by everyone – and the companies at 
the bottom of the payment chain are squeezed 
the hardest.
In this global pandemic, we are seeing supply 
chain disruptions, recession signals, workers 

Wider economic and market challenges 
will affect the industry

Legal disputes and protections will pinch 
payment speeds

reach of coronavirus and its impact on the 
global economy is unknown, the best-case 
scenario results in slowed economic growth 
globally in 2020.
Specifically residential or light commercial 
projects could see serious downturns if 
individual discretionary spending is limited.

and job participants getting quarantined at 
massive scales, and more. This will create 
legal disputes, job delays, payment delays, 
and expensive disruptions to contractors.
With razor-thin margins, any kind of payment 
hiccup can mean the difference between 
staying in business and closing up shop.
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SHIPPING 
DELAYS WILL 
IMPACT THE 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
OF MATERIALS
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New Systems Implemented
Rudy El Semrany Explains the Migration Process from Novell to Office 365

Interviewed by John El Khoury - Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

John EL Khoury: Explain to the readers about 
the migration process from Novell to Office 
365.

Rudy El Semrany: In late 2017, we formed a 
think tank team comprised of Saad Chammah, 
Joseph Ibrahim, Rabih Matar and myself to 
explore the advantages and disadvantages of 
cloud services.
By the early 2018, we had prepared a complete 
study, and presented it to Mr. Alfred Hakim, who 
in turn, granted us the opportunity to implement 
a proof of concept in Lebanon office to try and 
realize our vision of the future of Almabani IT 
department.
By the end of 2018, we successfully completed 
the migration of Lebanon office IT services from 
a legacy infrastructure to an advanced hybrid 
environment that increased the availability, 
flexibility, accessibility, mobility, security and 
capacity of IT services while reducing indirect 
cost to a minimum. Following the positive 
feedback received from end users and the 
management, we started the planning and 
preparation to roll out the successful setup all 
over Almabani IT infrastructure.
By the end of 2019, we received the green 
light from Mr. Hakim to proceed as planned 
where, we also benefited from the acquisition 
of Almabani.com domain name to migrate the 
accounts under it.

In this interview, we sat down with Rudy 
El Semrany, the IT Network Manager at 
Almabani's most core department. In 
today’s world, Information Technology (IT) 
is the umbrella of all computing disciplines 
(computer science, information systems 
and software engineering). It focuses on the 
practical part of computer science, where it 

provides and produces high-quality software 
solutions for the company. For the last year or 
so, the IT Department embarked on updating 
the company's systems to Office 365, which 
proved to be a game changer in our corporate 
communications specially when COVID-19 
hit and we had all to work remotely. 

RUDY EL SEMRANY
IT NETWORK MANAGER



JK: What are the benefits of such a 
m i g ra t i o n ?

Rudy El Semrany: The newly adopted strategy 
consists of a Cloud first mindset where we 
prioritized providing IT services from the 
cloud.
Migrating email systems, file sharing, 
collaboration tools and other numerous 
services to the cloud upgraded Almabani IT 
services from a decent system that served 
its purpose during the on-premises era to a 
more secure, flexible, mobile, collaborative, 
up-to-date and sustainable level that would 
increase productivity and data availability 
with modern tools at the end user’s disposal; 
In other words, users will have continuous 
access to their data as long as there is 
connection, which is the same pre-requisite 
in an on-premises environment.
Individual mailbox capacity increased by an 
average of 15 times, and individual file sharing 
capacity increased by an average of 50 times 
when compared to the older on-premises 
setup. 

None of this will come at the expense 
of security, where the “Multi Factor 
Authentication” raised the services’ security 
to a new level of protection; users don’t need 
to worry about password theft anymore.
The new strategy also covers the migration 
and operation of Almabani’s ERP systems to 
the Cloud; our team was able to setup a Cloud 
solution to host the newly developed ERP.

JK: Explain the importance of Cloud-based 
business and the importance of remote 
access to database.

Rudy El Semrany: First and foremost, access 
to company data will save time and money in 
project startups; no more waiting for physical 
mobilization to start working.
No more maintenance cuts, electricity cuts, 
or any disaster cuts when data is hosted on 
the cloud. Data will be secure, available and 
accessible at all times.
Computing is also faster on the cloud 
especially with the flexible solutions provided. 
We can at any time increase or decrease 
our resource needs at the click of a button, 
without the need to wait for any hardware 
quotation, procurement processing, and 
shipment, not to mention delivery delays. No 
more underused resources, hence no more 
waisted resources and investments.
On top of all that, services are no longer 
bound to a physical location. IT server rooms 
are on the cloud.
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JK: Introduce in a few lines the software 
“Teams”, and focus on its importance.

Due to the global lockdowns during the 
Covid-19 pandemic, all companies worldwide 
were forced to test the work-from-home 
scenario. Guess what? It worked!
Working from outside the traditional office 
proved to be the potential new norm. It is 
becoming more and more convincing to 
employers, especially when comparing the 
reduced expenses in terms of space rental, 
time wasted in commute, and other indirect 
costs. Teams has become the corner stone of 
this new norm.
Teams is Microsoft’s crown jewel that shined 
brightly during the Covid-19 pandemic; the 
world businesses realized their need for this 
collaboration tool that presented itself as a 
virtual substitute to physical meeting rooms 
and workspaces.
With Teams, users can collaborate and 
organize their projects by groups or channels, 
organize and attend virtual meetings 
through video or voice conferencing, record 
meetings, share and exchange information 
and documents, chat in groups or privately, 
mention and reply or react to chats, and 

for IT support, we can troubleshoot ones 
workstation without the need for a third 
party application and with minimal physical 
presence at the users’ desks. From Teams you 
can access OneDrive, Calendar and other 
essential applications.

Fortunately,  Almabani team had completed 
over 70% of its migration to Microsoft before 
the lockdown, which allowed most of its 
employees to stay connected, stay productive 
and work from home, even during the harshest 
times of complete lockdown.
With the tremendous effort put into the 
migration, we were able to move forward 
with migrating the remaining accounts, even 
during the complete lockdown.
On top of all that, services are no longer 
bound to a physical location. IT server rooms 
are on the cloud.
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JK: From a Tech point of view, explain the 
significance of utilizing technology in favor 
of the business and how employees can be 
connected from anywhere they are.

Just imagine Almabani departments going 
into their day-to-day routine without the use 
of a phone, computer or even the Internet, 
let alone the advanced services of an ERP 
system or collaboration tools or others.

Estimate the personnel, energy, time and 
expenses required to finalize the daily bank 
operations, procurements, government 
services, meetings, and other daily essential 
operations for running the company.

The below text from an article on “Baylor 
University online” published on February 
09, 2016, updated on January 24, 2019, is a 
direct answer to the effect of technology on 
business:

“Technology in business allows organizations 
to improve both the performance and 
overall effectiveness of products, systems 
and services, which, in turn, enables 
businesses to expand quickly and efficiently. 
Technology has a wide range of potential 
effects on management, as well as 
various ways it can impact the operations, 
productivity, profitability and sustainability 
of an organization. Modern technology offers 
numerous tools and applications — such as 
electronic email and live chat systems — 
that help managers effectively communicate 
with staff and oversee projects. Business 
technology not only improves communication 
in the workplace but also with clients. 
Companies use technology systems to improve 
the way they design and manage customer 
relationships. Technology such as electronic 
files speeds up the workflow process and can 
save space, paper and printing costs. Business 
technology enhances accounting procedures 
and recording of financial documents and 
improves inventory management. Technology 
in the workplace also improves the efficiency 
of recruiting, screening and hiring potential 
candidates. Another importance of the 
role of technology in business is to provide 
security to a business. Major advancements 
in electronic security systems and biometric 
alarm systems are helping keep businesses 
safe from hackers and thieves.”
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As part of the CSR Initiatives, Nesma & Partners 
along with Almabani  signed an agreement 
with Sakan Umluj - a non-profit organization - 
on August 11th, 2020.

The main objectives of this new engagement 
with Sakan Umluj are many, including but 
not limited to, Saudi youth training and 
development through employing them at the 
Red Sea Airport Development Project.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: BANDAR HASANAIN (ALMABANI’S CONTRACTS & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR), RAMI 
ALTURKI (NESMA’S VICE CHAIRMAN) & AHMAD ALHAMAD (SAKAN’S CEO)

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: EMIL YOUNAN (ALMABANI’S PROJECTS DIRECTOR IN EASTERN PROVINCE), BANDAR HASANAIN, AHMED ALRAMAH (CEO 

OF AL MUHAIDIB SOCIAL FOUNDATION),  AHMAD ALHAMAD (SAKAN’S CEO) & KHOLOOD AL-MATTAR (NESMA'S SUSTAINABILITY & CSR LEAD)

MILHIM GHULMIYYAH (NESMA’S ACTING CEO), RAMI ALTURKI (NESMA’S VICE CHAIRMAN), EMIL YOUNAN & BANDAR HASANAIN
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Khobar, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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Technology
iOS 14 Tips

A new feature introduced in iOS 14 is the iPhone App Library. The App Library automatically sorts your apps into 
folders and also offers an alphabetical directory where you can search for any app you have downloaded. This takes 
away the difficulty of searching through your Home screen for lesser-used apps, and offers helpful suggestions when 
you're not sure which of your apps would best suit your purpose. In the mood for a game, but don't know which one? 
See them all in one place. So let's take a look at how to use the App Library.

The iOS 14 Sleep tool in the Apple Health app is one of the many features Apple is offering to improve your health. 
You can set a bedtime, complete with a Wind Down Mode and Do Not Disturb, so your phone isn't buzzing or pinging 
with notifications while you try to sleep. And if you have an Apple Watch you can track your sleep. While this is a very 
helpful feature to those trying to get more serious about catching Z's, not every wants to go to bed at the exact same 
time every night of the week. A weekend or a regular early morning might lead you to need the option for different 
routines depending on the day of the week, so here is how to set up multiple bedtimes in the Sleep section of the 
Health app.

How to Use the iPhone App Library

How to Set Up Multiple Bedtimes Using the Sleep Feature on the iPhone

How to Access the iPhone App Library:
1. Swipe to the last page of apps on your Home screen.
2. Swipe to the left one more time.
3. Tap Continue with Apple. If you don’t see it, then try updating the app in the App Store.

You are now in the App Library and can use it a couple of ways:
Browse the App Folders
1. Scroll down to see all the groupings your iPhone has created for you.
2. Tap on the small grouping of 4 in the lower righthand corner of your screen to see all the apps in that category.

Overall, the categories are fairly intuitive, ranging from Recently Added to topics such as Social, Creativity, and 
Productivity. Some may feel a little off though, such as grouping Reading with Reference (weather apps, news apps, 
etc.) instead of with Entertainment, so take some time to familiarize yourself with what goes where.
Use the Search Function
If you already know what you're looking for, the Search function will help pull it up quickly. To search by name just:
1. Tap the Search bar at the top of your screen.
2. Type in the name of the app you're looking for.
3. Alternately, you can use the alphabet scroller on the right side of the screen to search for an app alphabetically. You 
can also pull this up by swiping down when you have your App Library open.

Set Up Your iPhone Bedtime Settings
1. Open your Health app.
2. Scroll down to the section that says Set 
Up Sleep and tap Get Started.

5. Slide around the clock to set your Bedtime and Wake Up hours.
6. Tap the days you do not want this bedtime and wake up time 
to apply. All seven days of the week are automatically selected 
so you will need to deselect the ones you would like to remove.
7. Tap Add.

3. You'll get a page with some info on the feature. 
Tap Next.
4. You'll be prompted to Set a Sleep Goal. Enter 
your sleep goal by hitting (+) or (-), then tap Next.



STAY VIGILANT, BE AWARE
KEEP YOUR MASKS ON AT WORK




